WML75011HZ
1.1 CU. FT. LOW PROFILE MICROWAVE HOOD COMBINATION
Dimensions: 10-1/4" (H) x 30" (W) x 18" (D)
Shown in Fingerprint Resistant Stainless Steel
Also available in White, Black, Fingerprint Resistant Black Stainless Steel
and Fingerprint Resistant Sunset Bronze

Start the Conversation

Do you currently have an under cabinet hood or wish your over-the-range microwave took up less space?

Whirlpool brand helps you care for your family with features like

LOW PROFILE DESIGN

Top 3 Features

LOW PROFILE DESIGN

PURPOSEFUL CAPACITY

HIGH PERFORMANCE VENTING

Maximize space by moving the microwave
off the counter top with the industry first
Low Profile Microwave Hood Combination
that fits in the same space as an under
cabinet hood.

Fit tall glasses, wide plates and big bowls
in this 1.1 cu. ft. microwave that still has
enough room for all the essentials.

Keep the kitchen smelling like home with
high performance venting that quickly
removes smoke, odor and moisture with a
4-speed, 400 CFM motor class vent fan.

*

†

**

DID YOU KNOW?
Over-the-range microwaves need a minimum of 30” of space between the
cooktop and the top of the microwave to be properly installed. This model
only needs 24” between the cooktop and the top of the microwave because it
fits where a hood can fit. This means customers can easily replace an under
cabinet hood with this microwave.
* Based on 10.3" height.
**Based on 24"" minimum install for under cabinet hoods and Low Profile Microwave Hood Combination.
†Performance varies based on installation.

DEMO
Show customers how they can save space
in their kitchen with the low profile
microwave hood combination that still
has enough room for all of the essentials.
Use a popcorn bag, steam tray, or
casserole dish to demonstrate the
purposeful capacity of this sleek design.

STEP UP TO MODEL

820526RB

Step up by adding the steam accessory to this sale. The steam accessory
allows the customer to use the steam setting available on this MHC to
quickly and easily steam foods like rice, vegetables and fish right in the
microwave. Steam accessory available separately.

RECOMMENDED
PAIRINGS
Be sure to tune into
your customers’
shopping priorities
to bundle products
across categories.

DON’T FORGET
THE LAUNDRY ROOM
WTW8700EC & WE/GD8700EC
WDT750SAH

WFE525S0H

WRF555SDH

1 OUT OF 3 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS
INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT
*
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